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Hypothesis: if we identify the mechanisms of cancer progression 
in each patient and we can block them, it should improve PFS and OS 

Arnedos et al, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, 2015



Mechanisms of cancer progression that can be characterized by genomics

Arnedos et al, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, 2015



Questions

• What are the genomic drivers identified by computational biology in a 
population of patients with metastatic breast cancer ? 

• Which impact of targeting validated genomic drivers ? 

• What to do in patients with multiple drivers ? 

• How to develop drugs in rare genomic segments ? 

• Is it useful to perform multigene sequencing ? 

• Why are we so bad at identifying drivers in each patient ? 



Recurrent genomic drivers identified in patients with metastatic breast cancer

Large number of patients present a recurrent genomic driver alteration
Is it beneficial to hit these targets ? Bertucci, Nature, 2019



Which mutations are enriched in metastatic BC ?
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Efficacy of alpelisib in patients with or without PIK3CA mutations

Andre F, NEJM, 2019

Targeting recurrent validated genomic drivers leads to tumor responses and improved PFS
in patients presenting the alteration, but not in the population without the alteration

There is a need to perform genomic testing in patients with metastatic breast cancer
Beside 2ry resistance, what are the current limitations of the strategy of oncogene de-addiction ? 
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Targeting multiple drivers: ERBB2 amplification and PIK3CA mutations

Andre F, J Clin Oncol, 2016

Her2+/PI3K+
Trastu only

Her2+/PI3K+
Trastu + everolimus

Large number of patients present multiple drivers in the same cancer cells
Genomic-driven treatments should be developed as combination in most of the patients
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Illustration: outlier responses in patients with gPTEN mutation after AKT inhibitor

Kingston, JCO Precision Oncol, 2019



Drug development in rare genomic entities: 
need for framework of development

Andre F, NEJM, 2018
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STUDY DESIGN

Frozen or FFPE on 
fresh biopsy or biopsy

<12 months
(or ctDNA sample)

NGS 
CGH array

CR/PR/SD after 6-8 CT cycles 
(or 4 cycles if stopped for tox)

• Patients with
metastatic, Her2-
non 
overexpressing
breast cancer

• Resistant to 
endocrine 
therapy (if HR+)

• Previously
treated with a 
maximum of one 
line 
chemotherapy

8 targeted
therapies matched

to genomics*

R 2:1

YES

Alpelisib / 
fulvestrant

R 2:1

SAFIR-PI3K

SAFIR02-
Breast

Targeted

00

Targetable

molecular

alteration ? 

*: olaparib, capivasertib, vistusertib, AZD8931, vandetanib, bicalutamide, AZD4547,
selumetinib
ITT: Intent-to-treat, ESCAT: ESMO Scale of Clinical Actionability of Molecular Targets

Maintenance CT

Maintenance CT

NO
Durvalumab

10 mk/kg every 14 
days

R 2:1
SAFIR02-

Breast
Immuno

Maintenance CT

BRCA1/2 
genetic testing

9 targeted
therapies matched

to genomics*

Maintenance CT

R   2:1



ESCAT I/II POPULATION (n=115)
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Andre F, Nature, 2022



OVERALL POPULATION (n=238)
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Andre F, Nature, 2022



Subgroup analyses within the overall population

Andre F, Nature, 2022



Take home message
• There are genomic drivers in patients with metastatic breast cancer

• Some of these drivers are still underexplored (KMT2C, PIK3R1, NF1, KRAS…)

• Targeting a driver leads to antitumor effects in patients with metastatic breast cancer, leading to the 
need for genomic testing in this population

• The strategy of oncogene de-addiction is facing several challenges:

• Co-mutations

• Evidence of benefit in rare genomic alterations

• 2ry resistance

• Characterisation of drivers

• Comprehensive genomic testing is feasible, convenient, increase likelihood of drug access in therapeutic
trials, but improves PFS ONLY when a genomic alteration is ranked I/II

How to avoid 2ry resistance ? How to increase the accuracy of driver identification ? 
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Mechanisms of cancer progression that can be characterized by genomics

Arnedos et al, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, 2015



Tumor DNA analyses to identify immune checkpoints involved in tumor escape

Bachelot, Nat Med, 2021

CD274(PDL1) amplification
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Mechanisms of cancer progression that can be characterized by genomics

Arnedos et al, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, 2015



Use of ctDNA to model biology of 
subclones

Condorelli, Ann Oncol, 2018



13 genes altered more frequently in pts 
pretreated with CDK4 inh

(ZMIZ1, FOXM1, AGR2, TACC1, CPNE3, ATG16L2, CDK4, 
LGR5, NFKBIA, CCL1, KCNG1, LINC00686 and NSL1). 

vs

What are the genes presenting copy number alterations 
enriched in patients pretreated with CDK4/6 inhibitors ? 

DNA copy numbers
assessed by 

Cytoscan and Oncoscan
assays

Ivan Bieche
Institut Curie
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What are the genes presenting copy number alterations 
enriched in patients pretreated with CDK4/6 inhibitors ? 

Ivan Bieche
Institut Curie



Resistance to Trastuzumab Deruxtecan

• 20 frozen tumor biopsies at progression analyzed by WES

• 10 samples with matched biopsy at baseline

• SLX4 encodes a DNA repair 

protein that regulates 

endonucleases, whose role in 

camptothecin resistance remains 

unclear

• 4/20 (20%) SLX4 mutation 

biopsies at progression 

• 2 SLX4 mutations were not 

detectable in baseline samples 

• 2 SLX4 mutations there was no 

matched baseline sample

4 out of 24 samples were not analyzed because of preanalytical conditions

M. F. Mosele, MD

n=88
n=20

Mosele, ESMO 2022



• SK-BR-3 and MCF-7 BC cell lines depleted for SLX4 by siRNA were treated with DXd during 5 days 

SLX4 loss of function 
mutations could mediate 

resistance to DXd

M. F. Mosele, MD

DAISY: DXd Resistance

siRNA: small interfering RNA; BC: breast cancer; DXd: deruxtecan



Mechanisms of cancer progression that can be characterized by genomics

Arnedos et al, Nat Rev Clin Oncol, 2015



APOBEC : cytidine deaminase, transform C to T =MUTATOR



Drivers of genome evolution in metastatic breast cancers

Genomic scars in mBC versus eBC: APOBEC (cytidine deaminase, C>T)

Bertucci, Nature, 2019
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Improve modelling of cancer biology in each patient thanks to new 
technologies

• Phosphoproteins

• Ex-vivo device

• Epigenetics (& RNA expression)

• Spatial proteomics / genomics to predict sensitivity to biological therapies (ADC)



Assessment of protein activation: 
mTOR activation and efficacy of everolimus

Andre F, Lancet Oncol, 2014



Ex-vivo device for disease modeling & treatment decision

Hits expected 

based on 

genomic

Hits not 

predicted

by genomic

Control

Bulk

PDOs

Proof-of-concept: diagnostic CRISPR mini-screen

*hits => PDO growth is inhibited

* * * *

PDO from PDAC patient PGR-20. #: confirmed by

drug approach (Erlotinib and Lapatinib for EGFR and

Irinotecan for TOP1). /: non available

KRAS

EGFR

TP53

YAP1

RET

TUBB

TOP1

G12D
WT

782+2T>G

/
WT

/
/

Driver

Non-driver

Driver

Non-driver

Non-driver

Non-driver

Non-driver

Inhibition

Inhibition #

Growth

Growth

Growth

Growth

Inhibition #

Gene Genomic CRISPR phenotype

DO NOT POST



Profilling of the chromatine landscape (ATAC seq)

Histone Methyl Transferase



T-DXd: Structure and MoA
o Antibody: Monoclonal humanized anti-Her2 

IgG1

o Linker: Cleavable linker (Gly-Gly-Phe-Gly)

o Payload: Topoisomerase I inhibitor

o DAR: ~8:1



 Patients with
mBC*

 ≥ 18 years old

 ≥ 1 
chemotherapy
regimen in 
metastatic 
setting

COHORT 1 HER2 
overexpressing: HER2 IHC 3+ 

or IHC 2+/ISH+ (n=72)
o Previous taxanes
o Resistant to trastuzumab and 

TDM-1

COHORT 2 HER2-low: 
HER2 IHC 2+/ISH- or IHC 1+ 

(n=74)
o Previous anthracyclines and 

taxanes
o If HR+: resistant to CDK4/6 

inhibitors plus HT

COHORT 3 HER2 non-
expressing: HER2 IHC 0 (n=40)
o Previous anthracyclines and 

taxanes
o If HR+: resistant to CDK4/6 

inhibitors plus HT

T-DXd IV 5,4 mg/kg  Q3W 
Upon PD or unacceptable

toxicity

DAISY: Study Design
• A multicenter, open-label, phase 2 trial 

(NCT04132960) OBJECTIVES
• PRIMARY
BOR rate in each cohort by investigator 
assessment

• SECONDARY
o EFFICACY

BOR rate in each cohort by central review
PFS
OS
DOR 
CBR

o SAFETY

• EXPLORATORY
T-DXd distribution 
Modulation of immune cells 
Dynamic of HER2 expression 
Predictors of response 
Mechanisms of resistance



DAISY: Predictor of Response

p=0.0008

• 61 HER2 IHC 3+ or IHC 2+/ISH+ slides images at baseline by AI
• An unsupervised algorithm (KMeans) was used to segment the slides into 7 homogeneous 

clusters (p <0.001)



Cluster 4 in a 
responder

Cluster 4 in a non-
responder

Cluster 4: Large areas of HER2 IHC 0 cells distant to 
HER2 IHC 3+ tumoral cells 

DAISY: Predictor of Response
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Garberis, ESMO, 2021



Garberis, ESMO, 2021
High Risk

Tumor cells, poor differentiation, proliferation…
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Early identification of hard-to-treat cancers

• Why ? To propose investigational compounds as soon as possible in the 
disease course in order to avoid complex cancers
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All=0 1 Sign. >0 2 Sign>0 3 sign>0

Activation of mutational processes
& tumor mutational burden

Genomic alterations
Involved in resistance

(RB1 mutations)

Bertucci, Nature, 2019
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Predicting toxicities

• Why ? To substitute toxic treatment by others, to prevent
toxicities… in order to increase adherence

n=12 000

Vaz-Luis, ESMO Open

CANTO Study



GWAS
(n=10000)

DatabaseDrug 
dosage

(n=3000)

Radiomics
(n=3000)

Germline
mutations 
(n=10000)

Serum
proteins

(n=2 000)

Metabol-
omics

Clonal 
Hemato-
poiesis

(n=3000)

Prote-
omics

(n=1 000)

CANTO Study: an integration of biological and clinical variables to 
predict toxicities

Samples and Data 
available

upon request
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Construct a drug for each patient 

• Why ? Modeling of cancer’s or patient’s biology could lead to the 
conclusion that the drug that the patient needs does not exist

• Can we construct a drug for each of these patients ? 

Drug according
To the prediction

of toxicity
(3D printing,
Opera Trial)

Fecal
Transplantation Personalized

Biological therapies
Small molecules
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